
Welcome to enjoy local flavors in our unique archipelago!

Salty sea water, smoked fish, screaming seagulls and sun-warmed rocks. It's almost like

you can taste the archipelago just by thinking about these things. But there is so much

more. Here you can find locally produced meat, locally grown vegetables, apple

orchards and fields full of grain and potatoes. Here we live all year round, many on what

nature has to offer, and now we want to share this with you. A journey filled with good

flavors and experiences for all the senses, not just the sense of taste. Welcome along!

INCLUDED:

Two nights at Guesthouse Solvillan

Two breakfasts

Sauna

Tasting at Nagu Distillery

Wine tasting and tapas at Paratiisi

Dinner at Restaurant Backpocket

Guided boat trip to the Archipelago

National Park

Outdoor lunch

NOT INCLUDED:
Travel to and from Korpo

Dinner on the second day

Travel insurance

PRICE: 470€ /pers
starting
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The journey starts with a kick as the taste buds get to enjoy locally produced Gin,

Whiskey and other premium spirits at Nagu Distillery. You get to taste the award-winning

products and learn more about the history of the distillery and the production.
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On the beautiful archipelago island Korpo, about 80 km from Turku. You can get

here easily by car, bus or bicycle

Korpo is well connected to the mainland via two ferries that are free and

operate around the clock, all year round. During the summer with about 15 min.

intervals, in winter slightly less frequently.

GOOD TO KNOW
What do I need to

bring?

Duration

Group size

Language

Physical restrictions

For the boat trip, you should have proper wind and water

resistant clothing. Bring a hat for sunny days and your own

water bottle.

Two nights

6-9 people

Swedish, Finnish and English

Some mobility is needed for the boat trip.

The journey continues along the Archipelago Trail towards Paratiisi vineyard. Here you

can get to know Finland's first vineyard that grows noble wine varieties and see how

Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir and Riesling grow. The vineyard also has an art center

and a café where you get to enjoy a wine tasting and a tapas plate.

The day ends at Restaurang Back Pocket in Korpo. With the seasons as a base, the

restaurant serves a tasting menu consisting of 6 different dishes. Exploration and

playfulness run like a common thread through the menu, where elements and

influences from the world are combined with flavors of the archipelago in a balanced

and unique way.

On the second day, you get to experience the magical Archipelago Sea National Park

on a guided boat tour. With you, you have a local nature guide who will introduce you

to the beautiful and unique nature of the archipelago. During the day, you will have the

opportunity to learn more about nature's diversity in connection with a guided nature

walk around the island of Konungsskär. Afterwards, a delicious lunch is prepared on the

sun-warmed rocks.

The nights are spent in lovely Guesthouse Solvillan, which you have entirely for your use.


